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• Eliminate waste oils

• Eliminate or reduce energy costs

• Eliminate or reduce disposal costs

Solutions to Pollution

Evaporator Information
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1.0  INOV8 Evaporators & their features

EV20 GPH, above with S200 Burner

EV40 GPH with R200 BurnerEV60 GPH with Dual-fuel Burner EV20 GPH with Dual-fuel Burner

EV20 EV40 EV60

Evaporation Rate - gph 25 45 65

BTUs Required 250,000 432,000 648,000

Dimensions – Width =  43”
Height = 48”

Length = 
38”

Length = 
80”

Length = 
112”

Tank Capacity – gallons 150 250 350

Heat Sources Natural gas, propane, fuel oil, 
waste oils (see list)

Construction 304 stainless or 316L optional
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• Manufacturing that uses machine cutting oils, stamping & drawing oils, coolants, etc.
• Grey water generated on tug boats
• Food manufacturing that generates vegetable oils & waste water
• Marina operation that generates bilge oils in servicing boats, engine oils
• Glycol recovery
• Dirty water, mop water, floor scrubber wastewater, other wastewater, equipment 

cleaning
• Groundwater remediation, rain water, vehicle wash water, boiler blow down
• Separate liquids having different specific gravities
• Oily water reduction 
• Parts washing water, compressor condensate, die cast waste

Applications for Waste Water Evaporators

1.1  Evaporator Applications
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Evaporation of dirty or oily water has proven to be an excellent solution for disposal 
issues.  Federal, state and local regulations are becoming more restrictive with what 
can be discharged into sewer facilities.   Contaminated water is generated in many 
businesses, municipalities, vehicle maintenance facilities, and in most manufacturing.  
It is a common practice in industry to use water soluble oils as a coolant or lubricant in 
many machining operations.  The mixtures will generally be 5 to 10% oil in water.  The 
useful life of this coolant will be three to four weeks after which it must be disposed of in 
an EPA accepted method, at very high cost.  Evaporators have been used for years to 
reduce the water content  of the coolant fluid but have limitations in that only about one 
half of the waste water can be removed.  

Note:  The INOV8 evaporator essentially evaporates one-half of the water and then “burns” the 
remaining solution in a ‘patent pending’ gas burner that injects the 50/50 oil water solution into 
the heart of a gas flame.  The water portion is instantly evaporated and the oil burns to 
contribute to the heat requirement of the initial evaporation process.

1.2  Why use an evaporator?
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Fluids that are mostly water needing to be reduced or eliminated, are placed into a 
tank that has heat applied to it.  The heat is generated by a “burner” that fires into a 
combustion chamber.  The flue gases are turned when they enter a combustion box 
at the far end, then pass through heat exchanger tubes, and finally exhaust out a flue 
chimney.  The heavy duty stainless steel combustion chamber, turn-around box, and 
heat exchanger are completely surrounded by the watery fluid that prevents the steel 
from exceeding the boiling temperature of the fluid.  The fluid boils and exits the 
evaporator through a separate steam chimney.  The rate of evaporation depends on 
the size of the heat exchanger.

Fluid is continually added during evaporation to maintain a preset level.  This process 
can continue until the fluid is reduced to a desired consistency to use as fuel.  If the 
remaining fluid is mostly oil, it may be used as a fuel in the burner even though it still 
has a high amount of water.  The INOV8 evaporator design does not allow for a boil 
down or boil dry process. 

How does the INOV8 Evaporator Work?
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The INOV8 evaporator is engineered to be the most energy efficient design available.  It utilizes the 
fluid to extract the heat from the stainless steel.  All hot surfaces are surrounded by water and will 
never exceed boiling temperatures.  There is no fire brick to reduce the heat transfer capabilities of 
the water, so the evaporator is also relatively lighter in weight.   The flue gases are kept separate 
from the steam to prevent operating problems associated with condensation and emission concerns 
from mixing products of combustion with steam.  The heat exchanger is isolated from the tank to 
prevent thermal expansion from causing metal failure.  The heat exchanger itself is thermally isolated 
to prevent metal rupture during rapid heat-up conditions.  These two isolation features prevent steel 
fatigue and provides long life for the evaporator.

2.0  The INOV8 Design

The evaporator was also designed to 
accommodate cleaning of the tank as 
well as the combustion zone.  Access 
through the burner opening allows easy 
removal of the ash that will remain after 
burning waste lubricating oil.  Additional 
openings are in the turn-around box at 
the opposite end of the burner, for 
cleaning the heat exchanger.  

Cleanout ports

Cleanout 
port

Cleanout port

Thermal 
Growth 
Isolation 
Provided 

Flue outlet         Steam outlet

Heat Exchanger

Combustion Chamber
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• Heavy duty 304 stainless steel, up to ¼” in critical 
areas

• 11 & 14 gauge 304 stainless in body of evaporator
• 316, 316L or other grades of corrosion resistant 

alloys are available 
• Insulation in all sides
• Insulated lids with handle 
• Sloped bottom to facilitate cleaning
• Extra surface area to prevent foam over 

(necessary for detergent laden solutions)
• Thermal growth isolation (details on earlier slide)
• Cleanout access into heat exchanger 
• 2” cleanout & connection ports into tank
• Combustion site glass, 2”
• Powder coat paint in Ford Blue
• Heavy duty tubular steel frame provides stability 

and an anchor for accessories (pump, gas train)
• Pressure tested during construction

2.1  Construction Superiority

These features mean long life & convenience…
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Each evaporator body is first created in 
a CAD computer program.  Each part is 
carefully designed by INOV8’s expert in 
heat transfer engineering to fit meticu-
lously together.  The fabricator cuts the 
stainless steel with laser equipment to 
produce precise results.  The parts are 
then assembled and welded by certified 
welders.  The tank is pressure tested to 
assure leak free, quality manufacturing.  
Insulation surrounds all the hot areas to 
accommodate safe operation as well as 
maintaining high efficiency by preventing 
heat loss between burner cycles.  The 
outer skins are protected with the most 
durable & attractive power coat finish.

The drawings 
show final 
assembly of the 
EV60 (above) 
and the heat 
exchanger on 
the EV20.

2.2  CAD Drawings
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• The heat exchanger is cooled by the fluid being evaporated – no insulating fire 
brick or ceramic is needed (which diminishes thermal efficiency).  

• The waste oil can be preheated through a stainless steel loop that runs through the 
tank of the evaporator.  This utilizes the heat of the boiling fluid to preheat the oil –
greatly reducing the load on the electric oil preheater.  A 3-way valve allows the 
operator to choose which preheater to use.

• The preheater is controlled by a digital temperature controller that cycles the 
heating element on and off as needed.  

• Insulation surrounds the entire evaporator body to prevent unnecessary heat loss.
• The fuel can be low or no cost when using available waste oil.  This also eliminates 

disposal costs for the waste oil.  

2.3  Operating Efficiency

There are numerous engineering designs that assure the highest energy 
efficiency resulting in the lowest operating costs. 
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2.4  Results…

• Clean 
combustion

• Complete 
elimination of 
waste fluids

• Significant 
contribution 
to bottom line

Flue chimney Steam chimney
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• Convenient control panel

• Safety controls, include:

• Fireye

• Ultrasonic level sensor

• Watlow high temp limit

• Oil preset control

• Gas valve(s)

• Oil solenoid valve(s)

• Operating & Warning lights

• Oil Preheater, filter & pump

3.0  INOV8 Evaporator Control Package

The features listed here are unique to the INOV8 Evaporator System
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The INOV8 Evaporator is equipped with the most 
sophisticated controls available, designed for 
convenient operation while providing the highest level 
of safety.  The operating and safety controls are 
mostly found within the control panel conveniently 
located above the burner.  Adjustments can be made 
from one location on the Evaporator.  A heavy duty 
electrical box is hinged to expose wiring terminals for 
field connections, timers and relays, the fuse and 
circuit breakers and indicator lights.  The cover of the 
electrical box provides the mounting for the Fireye 
combustion control, the Ultrasonic fluid level sensor, 
the Watlow high temperature control, the digital oil 
temperature control, the power switch, the fuel 
selector switch, the hour meter, and operating and 
warning lights.   

3.1  Control Package Overview
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1. BALL FLOAT CONTROL – three separate controls are required for normal functions: 
low water, operating level & high water.  These mechanical floats tend to gum up, 
they are in fixed locations, and are difficult to clean.

2. TUNING FORK ULTRASONIC – while more sophisticated than the mechanical float, 
they have similar limitations:  three separate controls are required, they tend to gum 
up, they are in fixed locations and require weekly cleaning. 

3. ULTRASONIC WITH REMOTE SENSING – INOV8 uses this type.  Advantages are: 
one control handles three operating functions and one safety function, they are field 
adjustable and require no frequent cleaning.

3.2  Evaluation of Level Control Technology

There are three types of fluid level controls typically used in evaporators.  They allow for 
automatic control of the fluid being evaporated.  When the level reduces a solenoid 
opens allowing additional fluid to be pumped into the evaporator.  A high level will shut 
down the fill solenoid and a low fluid level will shut down the burner.  INOV8 has had 
experience with all three finding problems with the first two, and now exclusively uses the 
Ultrasonic with Remote Sensing.  
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• Signals if water level is too high, then shuts off 
“optional” secondary fill valve

• Senses low water condition, then shuts off burner
• Provides fill function to maintain water at desired 

level by turning on & off a primary fill valve

– Sensor displays the distance between the 
sensor & water level

– If it looses ability to determine water level it 
will shut the evaporator down

3.3  Ultrasonic level Sensor used by INOV8

Ultrasonic Level Sensor is field 
adjustable & provides these three 
primary & two secondary functions:
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3.5  Additional control …

All waste oils require preheating to allow 
combustion.  The INOV8 burners are capable 
of using oils with a wide range of viscosities 
and flash points.  To accommodate the 
preheating needs of these oils, INOV8 uses a 
digital control with a LED readout that displays 
the temperature of the oil during burner 
operation, and allows for adjustment as 
needed.  In the standard R200 burner this 
control is an integral component, but the new 
Dual-fuel burner has this control mounted in 
the Control Panel (as shown in the photo).

Dwyer Temperature Control
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• One power switch provides three 
functions:

1. Full power off
2. Turns on operating controls (except 

burner) to allow proper filling & setup
3. Adds burner power

• Panel lights indicate function

3.6  Operating controls
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• Fuel Selection - one switch allows selection of 
GAS ONLY, OIL ONLY, or GAS & OIL

Note – the burner has capability of running at full pressure 
GAS or full pressure OIL, or half pressure of each GAS & 
OIL when in combination

• Three alarm lights indicate: 1) heat exchanger 
is exceeding preset temperature, 2) level 
sensor cannot make level determination, and 3)
Fireye combustion control has detected error 
condition in burner 

3.7  Fuel Selection Control
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How does the INOV8 Burner provide an advantage?

The INOV8 burner with its superior engineering is a great match with the INOV8 evaporator.  The 
burner performs the same functions on the evaporator as it has for 20 years on furnaces and boilers.  
It allows the safe and environmentally sound use of waste oils to reduce energy costs.  The 
patented features provide reliable performance when burning a wide variety of waste oil.  These 
features include: preheating the waste oil under high velocity conditions to prevent coking the oil, 
removing the vapors from the heated oil that cause incomplete combustion, filtering the oil after its 
been heated, maintaining consistent pressure to the nozzle regardless of viscosity or dirt accumula-
tion in the filters, and purging the nozzle with a needle upon each shutdown.    

The new Dual-Fuel Burner provides the same features in a little different configuration.  The gas-
based burner is modified with an INOV8 enhancement to allow the same flexibility of fuels as above.  
They are injected into the heart of a gas flame.  The heat from the gas flame ignites the oil for 
complete combustion.  If the waste oil contains water, it simply evaporates in the combustion 
process.  This utilization of oil as fuel provides a “closed loop” for complete disposal of your water 
based waste fluids.  

Note:  If the waste stream is a watery oil (up to 80% water), it simply evaporates the water and ignites the oil for complete
disposal.  The combustion of this oil component contributes to the initial evaporation. 

4.0  INOV8 Burner Advantages
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• Crankcase oil
• Transmission
• Hydraulic
• Synthetic lubricating oil
• Solvent
• Any approved shop oil

4.1  Burner choices allow complete fuel flexibility

Standard INOV8 burner, model S200 
allows fuel choices:

Four sizes of the INOV8 ‘G’-series gas or 
oil combination burners, allow these 
choices:

• Natural or propane gas
• Any clean oil or approved waste oil
• Combination of gas and watery oil
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The Dual-fuel burner will operate in three fuel configurations:  a) as GAS only, b) as 
OIL only, or c) as GAS WITH OIL INJECTION - as determined by the position of the 
Mode switch on the control panel.  

There are low and high firing rates on both the gas and oil functions of the burner. 
When both fuels are fired simultaneously, their respective rates will be reduced to 
prevent over-firing.  Based on the evaporation rate the burner will be factory set at 
the required BTU.  

The oil pressure is controlled by two regulators located on the left side of the burner 
with the pressure displayed on the oil pressure gauge.  The gas pressure is 
controlled by a double gas valve train on the side of the evaporator.  The high 
pressure valve is used when only gas is desired, and the low pressure valve is used 
when burning gas with oil injection.

This burner is capable of handling as much as 80% water with 20% oil, consuming 
the oil in the gas flame and evaporating the water into steam.

4.2  Dual-fuel Burner function…
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INOV8 furnaces are tested & listed to all current 
US and Canadian standards for burning waste 
oils in heating appliances.

INOV8 burners are tested & listed to current US 
and Canadian standards for burning fuel oil up to 
#6.

In Canada, INOV8 is listed to CSA Standard 
B140.4 & B140.2.1.1

In Europe, INOV8 is registered with CE 
#3884/97.

New dual-fuel burner meets all U.S. 
environmental requirements & safety standards.

Member of Radiant Panel Association since 
2003, NFPA, Midwest Renewal Energy 
Association, Wisconsin Restaurant Association

5.0  Safety & Affiliations
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5.1  Additional Safety …

In addition to the safest combustion and fluid 
level controls available, INOV8 uses a Watlow 
Limit Control.  It receives temperature input 
from the hottest point of the heat exchanger 
inside the evaporator tank. If the temperature 
exceeds a preset level, the burner will be shut 
down and an alarm light on the control panel 
will be lit.  An audio or remote light may be 
attached to the terminal strip in the control 
panel if desired.  Once activated by the high 
temperature, the Watlow Limit Control must be 
manually reset by a button on its control panel 
to resume burner operation.

Watlow Limit Control
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5.2  Burner Safety Control

1.  It sends power to the burner motor when the evaporator power switch is set to “ON”

2. It delays firing for 90 seconds to purge any fuel vapor that may still be in the combustion chamber.

3. It detects if there is a flame in the burning chamber when there should be none and shuts the burner off on alarm if that 
unexpected flame does not go out in 30 seconds.

4. It fires the burner by sending voltage to the ignition transformer and fuel solenoids.

5. It monitors the flame and shuts off the burner on alarm should a flame failure occur. 

The Fireye combustion control is the safeguard for the burner.  It is an integral part of the standard 
waste oil burner (shown on the left), or when used on an evaporator it is built onto the control panel.  
This control is rated for industrial applications versus a residential type control used on competing 
evaporators.  The combustion controller provides the following functions:
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5.3  Fireye control safety features…

1. INTERLOCK FUNCTION assures proper oil temperature prior to firing. 

2. Ninety second PURGE to insure venting of explosive vapors before firing.

3. SAFE START cycle that will check all electronic circuits and assure there is no residual flame before firing 
can take place.

4. Ten (10) second TRIAL FOR IGNITION period.  Ignition terminates. 

5. Six (6) second MAIN FLAME TRIAL FOR IGNITION period without ignition. 

6. Three (3) second period to TERMINATE OIL FLOW IF AN OUTAGE OCCURS after the flame has been 
established.

7. One attempt to RECYCLE before the control places the burner in a complete ‘shut-down’ mode, but then, 
only after purging as described in Item 1.

8. ULTRAVIOLET flame detector, unlike cadmium sensors, will not respond to sunlight or artificial light.

The features provided by the Fireye industrial rated flame safeguard control are considered 
imperative for safety of personnel and property.  This becomes particularly important when dealing 
with the variations found in fuels. Operational and safety features of this control system for the INOV8 
Waste Oil Burners include:
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• Two tanks, one for storing solution to be evaporated, one for storing the oil after 
evaporation (that is to be used as fuel)

• Air compressor – needed for atomizing the oil for combustion (the burner requires 2cfm 
@ 40 psig

• Fluid supply lines: one from fluid storage to evaporator, second from evaporator to oil 
storage, and a third return line off of the burner

• Pipe fittings including 3-way or 4-way valves, ball valves, solenoid valves, oil regulator 
and gauge assembly.

• Electrical supply, 120 volt / 60 Hz / 20 amp dedicated circuit
• Two insulated stainless steel chimneys
• Pumps, typically two – one to transfer solution to the evaporator, and a second to 

transfer solution to the oil holding tank.  Possibly a third to transfer oil from holding tank 
to burner (depending on the distance)

• Filters & strainers:  1) the solution to be evaporated should be strained prior to putting 
into storage tank, 2) an in-line strainer (100 mesh) in line between tank and 
evaporator, 3) an in-line strainer (60 mesh) in line between oil storage tank & burner

6.0  Installation Requirements
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6.2  Custom Designs Available – one example:

Optional 
heat 
recovery
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• Accessories
– Tanks – 300 gallon oil storage tank or custom sizes available
– Pumps – both electric gear pump and diaphragm pump – sized to meet needs
– Solenoid valves, 3-way valves 
– Filters & strainers (depending upon application)
– Custom designs

• Lead time – typically 6 – 8 weeks once final approval is received

• FOB – freight collect from La Crosse, Wisconsin

• Startup support – available at no charge via the telephone

• Onsite Startup & Operator Training – available at $550/day plus travel expenses 

6.3  Miscellaneous Information…
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• Used crankcase oil
• Hydraulic oils
• Transmission oils
• Gear box oils
• #6 fuel oil & all lower viscosities
• Mineral spirits
• Machine cutting oils

• Synthetic oils
• Commercial jet fuels
• Military jet fuels
• Crude oils
• Printing inks
• Vegetable oils
• Animal fat

Waste Oils That Can Be Burned*

Results... Multiple Fuels

*Tested & approved to EPA standards for on-spec and off-spec waste oil
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